GAME DESCRIPTION

In Unusual Suspects, players cooperate to identify a criminal from a diverse suspects lineup. The Witness knows who the culprit is, but responds only 'yes' or 'no' to the questions asked. The catch? They only answers questions regarding the culprit’s nature, taste, and habits, not physical features. Detectives discuss and infer all kinds of backstories based on the suspects’ appearances!

CONTENTS

194 Cards, 1 Investigation Pad, 1 Rulebook
PRODUCT INFO
• **Size**: 170 x 240 x 55 mm
• **Weight**: 0.5 kg

CARTON INFO
• **Number of games**: 10 games
• **Size**: 590 x 250 x 180mm
• **Weight**: 5 Kg

HIGHLIGHTS
• Funny discussion between players
• Both cooperative and competitive mode
• Educational

KEYWORDS
• Collaboration
• Hidden information
• Deduction

LANGUAGES
Italian, English, Czech, Dutch, Japan, Polish, Spanish

BGG: [https://boardgamegeek.com/boardgame/178570/unusual-suspects](https://boardgamegeek.com/boardgame/178570/unusual-suspects)
Review: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RvTOaktJjSU&ab_channel=TheDiceTower](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RvTOaktJjSU&ab_channel=TheDiceTower)
Tutorial: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xyNE5ARTyx4&ab_channel=CranioCreations](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xyNE5ARTyx4&ab_channel=CranioCreations)
Preview: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZKgNonx7I30&ab_channel=CranioCreations](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZKgNonx7I30&ab_channel=CranioCreations)